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Each spread in this dramatically oversized book displays 30 or more different animals in

thought-provoking thematic groupings: Large and Small, Hot Weather, Cold Weather, Feathered,

Horned, Spots and Stripes, Friends of Mankind, and so forth. The illustrations are robust, graphic

prints that will catch the eye--and the large selection of over 350 different species will make

absorbing reading. Includes four pages of informational notes.
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This larger than life book appeals to children because of it's very large size. The art work is

outstanding and because there is very little written word except the name of all the animals it lends

itself to discussion. My 2-1/2 year old grandson Gavin loves it. Also on every page is a chameleon

who changes to be like the animals on the page, so finding him is another adventure for young folks.

Animals are grouped in interesting ways, for example "black and white animals", not your average

animal book. As a biologist, animal lover, and grandparent it is an A+ read. And at such a

reasonable price I bought two. Buy it, you will love it!

Beautiful illustrations, interesting way to categorize animals. A great book for children 3&up (maybe

2) but I'm sure older children will love it too. The huge format makes it a bit hard for my almost 4 yr

old but he's learning to be very careful. I gave this as 4&5 yr old birthday gifts (about six of them) -



that's how much I liked it.

This is such a beautifully-made, seemingly simple book. I love the diversity of animals from all over

the world. It inspires my kids (age 2 & 5) and I to learn more about animals we've never heard about

before, and it's cool to see animals you wouldn't expect to see together put into groups with similar

characteristics. It's one of the most-requested books in our house, even though there's no story to

"read." My daughter uses it to help figure out how to draw, too!

Beautiful book. This book is huge and my daughter just loves looking at all the animals. They've put

a chameleon on each page and my daughter loves finding the "lizard" on every page. The back of

the book has some interesting facts on each animal. Fantastic book!

I loved this book. It's an oversized book and it's full of animals that you find in the Zoo. The

illustrations of the animials are simply beautiful. Exactly my taste. The book has barely any text, only

pages full of animials along with their names.

My daughter found this book at a preschool class one day, being an animal lover I *had* to get it.

This book is wonderful, it has such a wide variety of animals, names for every single one, and in the

back there is an index of sorts, with every animal listed alphabetically, the page(s) they can be

found on, and some interesting facts about each one. Really a fantastic book. I'm so glad we came

across it or I'd never have known about this awesome book!And the opinion that matters most: Our

daughter adores it. So much that she has "broke it" (ripped it) a few times with all her excited page

turning. She can name a good portion of the animals, and now is to the age of asking what the

unrecognized ones are and attempting to repeat the names.

This very large picture book is for the child who is inquisitive, loves animals of all kinds, and never

tires of seeing the pictures and learning the names of animals. I have purchased this twice and will

again. Also, it has held up incredibly.

I love this book. I am an art teacher and I use this book in my class as reference for all the beautiful

yet simple graphic shapes Ms. Jolivet produces in her work depicting animals
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